
PAREIDOLIA!!
Pareidolia that it is possible to be scared of a video you’ve unflinchingly watched several 
times before.  None of your closest friends and neighbors know about these projects, so 
in all closets you can watch in revenge our evolution from brats to enabled predictors of 
a reasonably good lfe that has nothing to do with being friends and neighbors.   
Standing up for some straight white male people too, not unlike when Mork from Ork 
paid homage to the Communist Manifesto by trying to free THE egg that could not (did 
not want to?) fly he soon found out.  The parallels of lightbulbs or something that is a 
manifestation, or cause of human agency.  I’m just wanting and waiting for that hot 
moment when the metaphoric referent can completely discard from its physical and/or 
natural source(s) domain(s).  Why, no, I didn’t know that hens did not need roosters.!!
Similarly doors are useless.  We don’t have to forget the openess of what we keep in 
view, though it’s difficult.  Getting stuck on speaking for the powerless who may not 
want that kind of closeness with you, the blood pacts that brothers make with each other 
after trespassing through the tunnel scraps of metal past the lumber yard on the 
OTHER SIDE of town.  The smaller, slower, clumsier and weaker brother, never all yolo 
about the pilgrimage though the transgression part of it was fun and fulfilled some 
outsider(s) fantasy, finally turns in disgust about the metallic or lead taste, goes home 
by himself and watches plays of forces between people on television speaking to 
eachother in approximately John Simon-approved American English dialects in 
contrived and comfortable looking domestic settings, houses of which one whole side 
must be imagined if not for the canned laughter coming from it.  Does this boy imagine 
this domestic setting open or closed?  Maybe it’s like a convertable for a house. !!
Dwelling on the need for an inside, an approximate container to carve out some 
discretion of taste and likeablity.  Dandelion is the multiplying pride agaist the 
monochromatic lawn and its two centuries old designation of respectable status-giving.  
But, and And, when J asked his immigrant friend in bad intermediate Spanish about her 
status, como esta el estado de tu? he didn’t mean to know her inner feelings, but simply 
wanted to know that she was safe from deportation.  Calling pareidolia or SIMPLY 
INSISTING THAT only direct answers to his questions be relevant.  If one’s intentions 
don’t matter, how come one’s intent to kill has to be proven in a court of law?  Or maybe 
just intentions in language are impotent.  That’s not it either!!
But then she found that it was something to gawk and joke about.  Bad springtime 
analogies of every kind in this unveiling of a plan for renewed understanding.  No, grass 
is an invasive weed grass is an invasive weed grass is an invasive weed grass is an 
invasive weed grass is an invasive weed is an invasive weed grass of lawns is an 
invasive weed, and his sweet, his more-undulating-than-is-known carnival barking is the 
PAREIDOLIC SUBSTITUTE FOR ALL those exotic uluations that we all have been so 
used to hearing or learned at high school football pep rallies all across the United States 
of and perhaps through out North America!!



Pareidolia, that admiration on the part of so many of the maganimously silent express 
for the naive mavericks really betrays the best thinking positions. I mean sitting down.  
On a couch, chair or floor, INDIAN STYLES OR HERO POSES! but not maverick pose.  
You can’t go and take back a word any more than you can an action.  But that you can 
imagine doing so. The calves are all grown up as unbranded cows now.  And when you 
have no name you have too many names, epithets mostly.  These misunderstandings 
are creamy homey white stings.  And, and but, Polysemously pretty.!!
And yet the same grievances and skepticisms still linger.  The crates of acetates, cover 
from the dust motes, from the many trips they took, the shit they waded through to get 
to that magic of those tunes on the records with their erie crackling that follows the skip 
until it is the skip again, masking back concurrent with a friendship, calling bullshit or 
simply insisting that only the direct answers to his questions be relevant to whatever 
thoughts of significance to these items.    It seemed that his FRIEND HAD NOTHING 
GOING ON UPSTAIRS and contradicted himself daily, but, and “and no house of 
possiblity.  The pattern is unmistakable.  He was lazy and couldn’t stand being alone.  
He expressed love more boldly yet breezily and motivationally feminine than any man I 
knew.  He demonstrated with his vocalized body sensitivity to all pain and would say I 
love you.  So it was easy to seduce one’s senses to his friendship despite his flakey 
behaviour.  “Flakey”, the euphimism for something more painful.!!
Mark it the nostalgia-based excitability.  Take the Internet for example, a twilight zone 
occupied by porn addicts, nerdy early adopters and disaffected teens.  But the web 
WAS A CAUSE CÉLÈBRE FOR MANY DIYers and so many of them are still not 
disappointed, or expecting much in friendship. Y2K fell to a grander narrative, a gender 
narrative a nation narrative, a racial narrative, a climate narrative, an economic narrative 
the social networking narrative.  Could a song or other things embody histories that are 
themselves the memory, even the metaphysics, of the experience of freedom, or” 
positive freedom”?  Free to think that those bear hugs I initiated were permanent.!!
Whatever we share that seems for real precisely as we don’t know or ask whether it is 
good for us.  A conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day a conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day 
a conspiracy wasn’t planned in a day a conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in a day a 
conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in a day a conspiracy theory wasn’t constructed in 
a day.  More like an an allegiance so spontaneous, whose BELIEFS, SHAPED 
OUTSIDE THE MARGIN(S) OF OUR FREEDOM.  Standing up for the wealthy —who 
also had no choice of where or from whom they were born—too!  In a cloud, so content 
that much like tree houses, not constricted by zoning ordinances, smirk some slanting 
benediction.!!
My! The my other side, my simply insisting that my Pareidolic substiute for all, my Indian 
styles or hero poses, my friend had nothing going on upstairs, my was a cause célèbre 
for many DIYers, My beliefs shaped outside the margins of our Freedom!


